5 Steps for Summer Lawn Preparation:
Before we cover these tips, let’s review what your lawn is subject to over the
summer months.
Compaction is the result of your lawn coming subject to high foot traffic (i.e.
humans, animals) and even lawn mowing equipment. Compaction is increased when the
ground is moist or wet. Compaction reduces the space within the soil where water,
nutrients and oxygen normally accumulate, which is critical for growth and health.
Thatch is an accumulation of dead organic matter (i.e. grass clippings, leaves), that
lies between the grass. While light layers of thatch are good for a lawn, by
providing a nutrients and water retention, too much can deprive the soil and grass
from these same things. Water is not able to penetrate the soil because thatch acts
as a shield. In addition, this barrier provides a good nesting place for insects.
While these steps will require a bit of time and money to carry out, doing so early in
the lawn growth process will actually save you time and money as the season
progresses.

Step 1 – Preparation Mowing:
This step will make the subsequent steps easier to do. Prep the lawn by mowing the
grass, with the deck of the mower at the lowest possible point, without completely
scalping the ground. This will allow you to more easily remove thatch, aerate, as
well as to expose more soil for overseeding and fertilizing, as described below.

Step 2 – Dethatch and/or Aerate:
To remove this excessive layer of thatch (any amount greater than ¼ inch), use a
garden rake. The heavy gage tines will allow you to break up the thick matting of
thatch. If you have access to a pull behind dethatcher or can rent a motorized
dethatcher, do so as it will save you a lot of time. In addition, the work will be more
effective. Once the thatch is broken-up, it is important to remove this dead organic
matter by sweeping the lawn.
While aeration is/has typically been carried out in the fall, many are doing it in the
early spring as another step in lawn preparation. The aeration process involves
placing holes in the ground, which helps the soil take in seed, fertilizer, water and
insecicides. Both spike and core aerators are available. Core aeration is best as it
actually removes a portion of the soil, where as spike aeration actually drives the
soil into the ground, causing more compaction. A depth of at least 3 inches is
desired. For core aeration, simply leave the plugs on the ground as they will break
down in a matter of weeks.

Step 3 – Overseeding:
To increase the turf density of an existing lawn, overseed after performing Steps 1 &
2. The increased surface area from dethatching and/or aeration, will allow seeds
to germinate more effectively. The rate in which to apply seed, is dependent upon the
type of grass present in your lawn. On average, one can expect to apply 1 lb of seed
per 150 sq ft. The use of a broadcast or drop seed spreader is preferred. If using a
drop seed spreader, it is best to apply in 2 applications, perpendicular to each other,
to ensure even distribution of seed. After seeding, the use of an organic matter (i.e.
Peat Moss) will help the ground to retain water while germination begins. Watering,
on average, should be applied at a rate of 1 inch per day for 3-4 weeks. See our paper
on Watering for more details.

Step 4 – Fertilizing:
To help your grass get the proper nutrients that it needs, apply fertilizer. Fertilizer
contains 3 main macronutrients (Nitrogen, Phosphorus & Potassium) along with
other micronutrients. While turf needs all 3 macronutrients to grow, Nitrogen is
typically needed in larger quantities than the other 2. When applying fertilizer, the
rate to apply should not exceed 1 lb of Nitrogen per 1000 square feet of turf area.
To help with weeds and insects, you can purchase fertilizer with these components
present. A slow release granular fertilizer is recommended to provide a steady
supply of nutrients. If looking to fertilize through the summer months, applications
should be spaced out a month apart, with the last being in the early fall, before
grass goes dormant. Watering should not occur any sooner than 24 hours after
application.

Step 5 – Mowing:
When conducting weekly lawn mowing, including edging & trimming, make sure that
your lawn equipment is well maintained. Mowing blades should be checked routinely
and sharpened or replaced, as dull blades tear grass as opposed to actual cutting.
Optimal turf grass height is based on the type, with most grasses having an optimal
height of 2 to 3 inches. In no case, should more than 1/3rd of the grass height be
removed at one time. Cutting it any shorter leaves your grass susceptible to
excessive water loss, disease and increased thatch due to excessive amounts of
grass clips.

